
   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Purpose 
 
This procedure explains how to use the sales ledger authorisation system in a variety of use 
cases – the system is flexible and can be set up in several different configurations for 
different purposes.  
 
Sales Ledger authorisation stages are set up in Accounts Prefs, these stages may apply to 
both quotes and orders. Companies can use these stages to monitor or check quotes and 
orders before they go out the door.  
 
The system can restrict progression of certain quotes and orders based on their stage. An 
unauthorised stage will restrict the ability to print, email, or send quotes and orders until 
authorisation is given by selected users. If you wish to restrict progression to or from certain 
stages, you must structure the available stages in a suitable and sequential way to allow 
this. 
 
Authorisation notifications can be set to be sent by email so that certain users can be 
informed of key status changes or asked to authorise quotes and orders allowing them to 
be progressed as required. The act of authorising is tracked and documented by the system 
for future reference. 
 
Scope 

This procedure applies to all Lineal Software Solutions staff, as well as any prospective 
customers or clients who intend to utilise SQLWorks within their business environment.  

The procedure is aimed at the end user, who will be operating the SQLWorks client. 
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Set up stages in Accounts prefs 
 

To begin using Sales Ledger authorisation firstly admin users need to set up the stages that 
quotes and orders need to go through before they can be progressed. In doing so 
correctly, checks can be put in place to approve the quote and order process at various 
stages. Please read ahead in this guide to consider the specific use case that you are trying 
to achieve. The configuration controls available in the accounts preferences window are as 
follows: 
 

1. On the Orders tab and on the far right is the SL Authorisation Setup Values section. By 
default there will be one authorisation stage set (Stage 0) which allows all quotes and 
orders to be processed by all users with no restrictions in place. We recommend 
keeping stage 0 as a default stage allowing progression for most system set ups. 

 

 
 

2. If the Progression Allowed box is ticked it enables the progression of a quote/order (if it 
has been authorised). Without this selected the user will not be able to advance a 
record, even if it is authorised. 

3. If the pre-approved box also ticked the stage will authorise the quote/order instead of 
the user (i.e. every user will be automatically authorise the record regardless of their 
security status). By ticking the pre-approved box, the Progression allowed box is 
automatically ticked as well.  

4. To add a stage click the red tick icon, to remove a stage click the red minus icon. You 
must always have the 0 stage default present – please be careful when modifying the 
stage list as existing records may match the authorisation stage number. 
 

  



   
 

 
 

Other settings in Accounts Prefs 
 
There are some additional settings that can be saved here in the Accounts Prefs screen.  
 

 
 

5. Above the list you can enable or disable the system for quotes and orders. The loose 
mode means that any stage can be selected i.e. users can choose any stage at any time 
but they may or may not be authorised. Strict mode will prevent the user from moving 
from or to a stage that they are not able to authorise. The tool tip explains further how 
selecting Loose or Strict changes how the quote or order can be progressed. 
 

 
 
6. The Auth Group drop down can be used to select a security group. If authorisation is 

set to a group of users, they will be the users who can authorise quotes and orders.  
This may be useful if only senior managers can approve specific quotes and orders - If 
left blank all users can authorise all stages. 

 



   
 

 
 

 
 

7. The Emails box on each line can be a csv of email addresses that will receive a 
notification any time a record is saved at this stage – you can therefore use this system 
to setup certain notifications and alerts for certain products, nominal codes etc. 

8. You can set up a trigger to advance the stage if a value limit is exceeded, use the auth 
limit value and auth limit stage to set this. Please note that the stage will only move if 
the auth limit stage is higher than the current stage of the record. 

9. To save changes to the Authorisation stages click Save & Close on the top tool bar. 
 
Examples of use cases are below explaining the stages that could be set in more detail as 
well as some of the other setting options available. 

Examples of case-by-case scenario’s 
 
In this example, stages have been set to trigger several different actions, which may well 
have authorisation stages set across multiple ledgers. ‘Loose’ mode has been used for 
these examples, further examples of use cases follow in the next section.  
 

 
 
  



   
 

 
 

High Value Order 
 
The system will identify and block an order that is over a predefined value ensuring that you 
are alerted to give extra attention. 
 
10. Stage 1 has been added and named High Value Order. The Authorisation Limit Value 

has then been set at £2,000.00 and linked to this stage - A quote or order will move to 
this stage if the authorised limit is exceeded.  

 
 

 
 
 
11. Neither Progression allowed or pre-approved have been ticked - If a quote or order is 

raised for more than this value it will trigger for admin approval. The user who created 
the quote or order - if they do not have the permissions to progress past this stage - will 
not be able to print, email or send until authorisation granted. Note: As Loose mode 
has been set any user could change the stage if they wish to progress the order. 

 
12. This order will show in the orders table as unauthorised, by having an N in the Ath 

column. The Authorised information can be found on the Values tab (for quotes and 
orders) once the quote/order line is selected it will show the stage the quote/order is at. 
If there are no details in the Authorised By box or date, the quote/order will remain at 
this stage until authorisation has been given. 

 



   
 

 
 

 
 

13. If an unauthorised user tries to move this order to invoice, if they do not have the 
correct admin privileges, they will receive the below Message. This is similar if the 
authorisation stage were to be set on a quote, in that the quote would not be able to 
be progressed to order stage. 

 

 
 
  
  



   
 

 
 

Manual control (VIP Customer) 
 

You can set stages and have your team specify the stages manually. In this case Stage 2 has 
been named VIP customer. Once this stage has been created specific sales accounts could 
be allocated to this stage 2. When a new order is created for specific customers, the stage 
can be selected on the Payment & Auth tab.  
 
14. As above Neither Progression allowed or pre-approved have been ticked - If a quote or 

order is moved to stage 2 admin approval will be needed to progress. The user who 
created the quote or order - if they do not have the permissions to progress past this 
stage - will not be able to print, email or send until authorisation granted. The same 
message will appear if the order is attempted to be progressed prior to authorisation 
being granted. 
 

 
 

15. Notice there is an email in the Email(s) field for this stage. When this stage is linked to 
an order an email will be sent to that email address. This may be useful if specific 
people in the organisation need to be made aware of an order, or to approve it. 
Multiple email addresses can be added to this field if required, separated with a 
comma. 
 

 
 

16. In the order tab, ‘N’ will show in the Auth column signalling authorisation is required 
and details of the process are displayed to the right in the values tab - including Date 
and time. To authorise an order the admin user will need to open the order. You can 



   
 

 
 

use the quick filter menu to quickly find all accounts that have orders needing 
authorisation 
 

17. The act of selecting an Authorised stage on an open order fills in the details of that user 
and authorises the order.  

 
Special Stock Item / Nominal Group 
 
Having an auth stage linked to one or more stock items is a great way of distinguishing 
specific orders – the auth stage can be triggered by certain orders or nominal codes, for 
example these could be stock items that are high value, difficult to get hold of, in short 
supply or in high demand for example, or for a category determined by nominal code. 

 
18. In this example the Progression Allowed tick box is selected as per point 2 above, if a 

quote or order is at this stage, if authorised it can be progressed. The email address in 
the email field will receive notification of any quotes or orders set to this stage. 
 

 
 

19. As progression is allowed, once the quote/order has been approved by the relevant 
admin user it can be progressed. As per the example above the order can be approved 
by opening and clicking on the relevant stage to authorise. The ‘Authorised By’ section 
will confirm who has approved the order on the order line. It is important to note here 
that the stages are ranked in the order they are numbered. Special stock item in this 
example is set as the highest stage - Stage 3. When structuring the stages, it is 
therefore worth considering what is more crucial for the organisation i.e., stock item 
focused, value or something else. As quotes and orders will move up through the 
stages as a higher value is found, but not back down. 

 
20. To allocate stock items to this stage - go to the Stock Ledger - select the stock item 

from the main list and go to the ‘Advanced’ tab. 



   
 

 
 

 
 

21. The Default Authorisation Status can be chosen in the dropdown from your saved 
stages. Click on Edit on the top tool bar, in this instance select ‘Special Stock Item’ from 
the drop-down list and Save. 
 

22. When this stock item is quoted or ordered, it will automatically move to Stage 3 ‘Special 
Stock Item’. Any stock item saved to this stage, by default will automatically move to 
this stage, it is also possible to move a quote or order to this stage manually by going 
to the ‘Payment & Auth’ tab as shown below. 

 

 
  



   
 

 
 

4 distinct use cases 
 
The Account Preferences set determine the level of control the business has on the quoting 
and ordering process. Although there may be some other useful stage combinations there 
are 4 distinct use cases a business may want to consider, and we wouldn’t advise mixing 
them.  

 

Type 1 - Manual stop control  
Let’s the users decide that an order is ‘on pause’ while they prepare info, docs, or chase 
stock etc. As an unauthorised order is ignored from SOP qty it will not count to reorder, 
manufacturing order processing etc. until it is authorised. 
 

 
 
Settings: 
§ Loose changes 
§ Default Stage 0 = Progression Allowed, auto auth (most orders go here) 
§ Other stages 1-? = Progression Blocked  

 
  



   
 

 
 

Type 2 - Notification Only  
Set stages with different email addresses, allow progression on all, choosing certain 
products or nominal codes will select the stage and send email notification to those 
contacts. Note: the order has a notes field which is included in the email text, use that to 
send additional info if you like. 
 

 
 
Settings: 
§ Strict changes - means unauthorised users cannot alter the stage 
§ List of stages all preauthorised, and progression allowed - some with email addresses 

(can be csv) 
§ Set nominal or stock to match the stages (see point 9 above to set stock item stage) 
 

Nominal ledger 
To allocate stages to nominal codes - go to the Nominal Ledger on the main Nav bar - 
select the nominal code from the main list, and go to the Notes tab. 
 

 
 
To make changes click Edit and on the far right select the Default SL Auth status from the 
dropdown.  



   
 

 
 

Type 3 - Special stock approval  
Set stages for choosing certain products or nominal codes, once at these stages standard 
users cannot move to a different stage and cannot progress the order, must see manager to 
give the auth for the stage. As demonstrated in the example section above - Special Stock 
item (point 8). 
 

 
 

Settings: 
§ Set to Strict mode - means unauthorised users cannot alter the stage 
§ Default Stage 0 = Progression Allowed, auto auth (most orders go here) 
§ Other stages 1-? = Progression allowed but not pre-approved, might want email 

notification to go to auth user (as shown on stages 2 and 3) 
§ Set nominal or stock to match the stages - as per Type 2 above. 
 

Type 4 - Order Value approval 
When the order is saved above a set value you will not be able to progress the order, must 
see manager to give the auth for the stage, make this the last stage so that it overrides 
previous stages. As per example High Value Order (Point 6), but Strict mode set to restrict 
the progression until  
 

 
 

Settings: 
§ Set to Strict mode - means unauthorised users cannot alter the stage 
§ Default Stage 0 = Progression Allowed, auto auth (most orders go here) 
§ High value stage 1 = Progression allowed but not pre-approved, might want email 

notification to go to auth user 
§ Set order value limit and the stage number for high value 



   
 

 
 

How to find Unauthorised orders 
 
For Managers or SYS admin users, all quotes/orders awaiting authorisation can be found 
using the filtering facility in Sales Accounts. 
 

 
 
One of the options in the Sales Ledger quick filter list is Unauthorised Quotes/Orders. This 
will filter the list of sales accounts to show customers that have any quotes or orders 
awaiting authorisation.  
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